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Robot softw are combines the challenges of general purpose and

real-time softw are, requiring complex logic and bounded resource

use. Physical safety, particularly for dynamic systems such as

humanoid robots, depends on correct softw are. General purpose

computation has converged on unix-like operating systems –

standardized as POSIX, the Portable Operating System Interface –

for devices from cellular phones to supercomputers. The modular,

multi-process design typical of POSIX applications is effective for

building complex and reliable softw are. Absent from POSIX,

how ever, is an interproccess communication mechanism that

prioritizes new er data as typically desired for control of physical

systems. W e address this need in the Ach communication library

w hich provides suitable semantics and performance for real-time

robot control. Although initially designed for humanoid robots,

Ach has broader applicability to complex mechatronic devices –

humanoid and otherw ise – that require real-time coupling of

sensors, control, planning, and actuation. The initial user space

implementation of Ach w as limited in the ability to receive data

from multiple sources. We remove this limitation by implementing

Ach as a Linux kernel module, enabling Ach’s high performance

and latest-message-favored semantics w ithin conventional POSIX

communication pipelines. W e discuss how  these POSIX interfaces

and design principles apply to robot softw are, and w e present a
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case study using the Ach kernel module for communication on the

Baxter robot.

1. Introduction

Humanoid robot softw are presents a broad set of requirements.

Humanoids have physical dynamics, requiring fast, real-time

softw are. Humanoids have many sensors and actuators, requiring

high performance netw ork code. Humanoids, ideally, operate

autonomously, requiring complex application logic. Satisfying

these three requirements is a challenging softw are design and

development problem. Fortunately, there are existing solutions to

many of these challenges. Unix-like operating systems have

served over many decades as the foundation for developing

complex softw are. The standards and design principles learned

developing these operating systems and applications provide

many lessons and tools for humanoids and other robots.

Humanoid robotics w ould benefit by building on the significant

design and engineering effort employed in unix development.

These operating systems are codified in POSIX, the IEEE standard

for a Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX, 2008). POSIX

provides a vendor neutral interface for systems programing, and

there are numerous high-quality implementations that run on all

major computer architectures. How ever, POSIX is more than just a

standard for accessing filesystems and netw orks. Many POSIX

applications follow  a common design approach based on

composing multiple, independent, modular processes. The

multiprocess design promotes rapid development of robust and

flexible softw are by isolating errors to a single process and

enabling composition of existing tools to address new

requirements (Raymond, 2003; Tanenbaum and Bos, 2014), a lesson

already largely adopted by the robotics community w ith
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framew orks that often, though not alw ays, compose applications

from multiple processes (Bruyninckx et al., 2003; Brugali and

Scandurra, 2009; Quigley et al., 2009). Unix-like systems are also

pervasive in netw ork-intensive applications, leading to pow erful

communication capabilities. Moreover, the w idespread use and

long history of unix has bred a variety of tools and conventions to

aid system integration – a major challenge for robotics – by

producing and configuring softw are that is flexible and portable.

These features and corresponding design approaches present in

Unix-like systems address many, though not all, the needs of

humanoid robot softw are.

While Unix-like operating systems have been phenomenally

successful for general purpose computing, they are less prevalent

in real-time control of physical processes. Typically, a physical

process such as a robot is view ed as a set of continuous, time-

varying signals. To control this physical process w ith a digital

computer, one must sample the signal at discrete time intervals and

perform control calculations using the sampled value. To achieve

high-performance control of a physical system, w e must process

the latest sample w ith minimum latency. This differs from the

requirements of general computing w hich focus on throughput

over latency and favor older data over new er data. While nearly all

POSIX communication favors the older data, in robot control, the

new est data are critical. How ever, some parts of the system, such

as logging, may need to access older samples, so this also should be

permitted at least on a best-effort basis. In this paper, w e address

the need for real-time communication w ithin the larger context of

POSIX programing. We demonstrate a Linux kernel module for high

performance, real-time communication, and discuss its use in the application of

POSIX programing practice to humanoid robots.

The Ach interprocess communication library provides fast

communication that favors latest message data as typically desired

for real-time control of physical systems. Ach is not a new
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framew ork that discards or duplicates the existing and significant

tools for systems programing. Instead, Ach is a mechanism that

integrates and builds upon the vast useful features of the POSIX and

Linux ecosystem. In previous w ork, w e presented an

implementation of the Ach data structure in the POSIX user space

(Dantam and Stilman, 2012; Dantam et al., 2015). User space Ach w as

limited in the ability to receive data from multiple sources. Now ,

w e present an implementation of Ach as a Linux kernel module.

Kernel space Ach enables applications to efficiently receive data

from many sources, a crucial feature for mechatronic systems such

as humanoid robots w hich contain many sensors, actuators, and

softw are modules. The Ach Linux kernel module presents the

conventional file descriptor interface used for communication in

POSIX, enabling direct integration into existing communication

systems and framew orks.

Though this w ork w as initially developed for humanoid robots, it is

broadly applicable to other complex mechantronic systems such as

robot manipulators and intelligent vehicles. These evolving

technologies all present similar requirements for complex

softw are w ith real-time performance. The unix philosophy is

effective for building complex softw are systems, and the Ach

library grounds this approach to real-time, physical control.

2. Learning from Unix

Humanoid robotics can learn from of the POSIX programing

community. Important and challenging issues for humanoid robot

softw are, such as high-performance communication, real-time

memory allocation, and softw are integration, are largely addressed

by existing techniques and standards. The humanoid robotics

community w ould benefit by building on this w ork.
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2.1. Communication and Scalability

Humanoid robotics can benefit from the strong communication

capabilities of unix-like operating systems. Historically, Unix and

the Internet developed in concert (Quarterman et al., 1985). POSIX

provides a variety of communication and netw orking approaches,

w hich largely address the performance and scalability needs of

humanoid robot softw are. W e summarize communication w ith

many other nodes in Section 2.1.1 and service lookup in Section

2.1.2. Later, w e address the unique needs of humanoid robots w ith

the Ach library in Section 3, building on the capabilities offered by

POSIX.

2.1.1. Multiplexing Approaches

Both general netw ork servers and humanoid robots must

communicate w ith a large number of other devices, be they

netw ork clients or hardw are sensors and actuators. There are

several techniques to communicate w ith multiple different nodes,

each having trade-offs in implementation complexity and

computational efficiency.

2.1.1.1. Fixed Interval Loop

A simple method to handle multiple connections is to service each

connection at a fixed interval. The advantages of this approach are

that it is simple to implement and it is similar to the fixed timestep

commonly used in discrete-time control. How ever, there are

computational disadvantages. Messages may be delayed because

the connections are only serviced once per step. Additional

computation may be required to check connections that have no

new  messages. Furthermore, readers may block if attempting to

service a connection w ith no data to read, and w riters may block on

full w rite buffers. While this approach can handle a small, fixed
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number of connections, it is not a practical consideration for

netw ork servers because it performs poorly w ith a large and

varying number of connections.

2.1.1.2. Process-Per-Connection

One approach to handle varying numbers of connections is to

create a separate w orker process or thread for each connection.

Creating w orker processes w as traditionally popular because it is

easy to implement, process creation on unix-like systems is

inexpensive, and separating connections in different processes

provides isolation betw een them. The inetd  superserver is based

entirely on the approach of starting a handler process for each new

connection. In addition, on modern multi-core machines, separate

processes provide true concurrency. Separate handler processes

also provide the unique feature of user-based access control; this is

useful for low -volume and security-critical services such as SSH.

The dow nside of using separate processes is the overhead to

create and maintain the additional processes (Tanenbaum and Bos,

2014). Each connection requires memory for the process’s

function call stack, and context sw itching betw een processes

introduces overhead. Consequently, this approach does not scale

to very large numbers of connections.

2.1.1.3. Asynchronous I/O

Asynchronous I/O promises to allow  applications to initiate

operations, w hich are performed in the background w ith the

application notified on completion. This w ould seem to address

the scalability issues of the process-per-connection approach.

How ever, current implementations of asynchronous I/O are not

mature. The implementation on GNU/Linux uses threads to handle

background I/O and scales poorly (Kerrisk, 2014).

2.1.1.4. Event-Driven I/O

Event-based methods allow  efficient handling of many
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connections through a synchronous interface that notifies

applications w hen a connection is ready for I/O. These methods

use the traditional select  call from System V UNIX and poll  from

BSD. The more recent kqueue  call on FreeBSD and epoll  on Linux

reduce the overhead for very large numbers of connections.

Though all these calls differ slightly in their semantics, the

underlying premise is the same. The application provides the

kernel w ith a list of file descriptors, and the kernel notifies the

application w hen one of those descriptors is ready for a requested

I/O operation. While this approach does require explicitly

managing lists of active connections, it efficiently scales to large

numbers of connections.

A rough benchmark for netw ork servers is the ability to handle 10

thousand concurrent netw ork connections (C10K) (Kegel, 2006).

Though at one point this w as a challenging problem, it is now

easily handled through event-based methods such as epoll  and

kqueue . The popular and efficient Nginx  w ebserver uses event-

based methods as does the libevent  library, w hich underlies

communication in memcached and the Google Chrome w eb

brow ser, among others. For handling many concurrent

connections, event-based methods are w idely used and scale on

ordinary hardw are to thousands of concurrent connections.

2.1.2. Name Resolution and Service Discovery

Another important issue in communication is name resolution and

service discovery. Humanoid robots have many distinct softw are

modules that need to locate the underlying mechanism for

communication. Many middlew ares provide their ow n form of

service discovery: CORBA (CORBA, 2011) provides its naming

service to locate remote objects, ONC RPC provides the port

mapper (Srinivasan, 1995) to resolve the port numbers to connect

to a desired program, and ROS resolves topic names in the
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rosmaster  process (Quigley et al., 2009). How ever, name resolution

and service discovery are addressed in a standard and general w ay

via multicast DNS (mDNS) (Cheshire and Krochmal, 2013), a peer-to-

peer variation of the traditional, hierarchical domain name system

(DNS). DNS and mDNS are flexible protocols and can even store

arbitrary information in TXT records (Rosenbaum, 1993). Of course,

non-naming features such as connection monitoring are outside

the scope of DNS. Multicast DNS is a standard protocol w ith

existing implementations, so using mDNS instead of a specialized

resolution method reduces the number of separate daemons w hich

must run as w ell as separate code w hich must be maintained.

Consequently, w e use mDNS in Ach to locate communication

channels on remote hosts.

2.1.3. Lesson Learned

Humanoid robots need communication that is both scalable and

real-time. Event-based methods impose the low est overhead of the

various POSIX communication approaches and are the typical

choice for scalability-critical netw ork servers (Gammo et al., 2004).

Communication for humanoid robots w ould benefit from the

scalability of an event-based approach, and w e discuss the real-

time requirements next in Section 2.2. Event-based methods

operate on kernel file descriptors (Stevens and Rago, 2013), w hich

motivated the development of the Ach kernel module (see Section

3.2). To name and locate services, the standard mDNS protocol and

implementations provide the necessary capabilities; there is no

need to duplicate the features of mDNS.

2.2. Real-Time Software

Humanoid robot softw are requires not only the complex logic and

efficient communication of general purpose softw are but also real-

time response to handle physical dynamics. The softw are
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infrastructure for humanoids should address the need for real-time

performance w ithout unnecessarily sacrificing the capabilities of

general purpose systems. W hile it is a challenge to develop real-

time softw are on general purpose systems, acceptable

performance can still be achieved.

2.2.1. Real-Time Communication

POSIX provides a variety of general purpose communication

mechanisms; how ever, none are ideal for robot control. Robot

control requires the latest data sample each control cycle. General

purpose communication, how ever, gives priority to older data,

w hich must be read or flushed before new er data can be received.

This is the Head of Line (HOL) Blocking problem. The specific issues of

each POSIX communication mechanism are discussed in Dantam

et al. (2015). It w as this HOL blocking challenge that motivated the

initial development of Ach (Dantam and Stilman, 2012), w hich

alw ays provides access to the most recent data sample.

Though general netw ork servers can handle thousands of

concurrent connections (Gammo et al., 2004), there is a key

difference from the needs of humanoid robots. Netw ork servers are

primarily concerned w ith maximizing throughput – serving as

many clients as possible. Robot control, on the other hand, requires

minimizing latency – handling each communication operation in

minimal and bounded time. Throughput-focused methods often

attempt to reduce copying, e.g., by eliding a copy to a kernel buffer

for netw ork socket communication or directly mapping a buffer

into another process’s addresses space via shared memory or

relaying a file descriptor through a local socket. How ever for

robots, individual real-time messages are typically small, e.g., a few

floating point values read from a sensor, so the overhead of

copying the data is minimal. Instead, overhead from system calls

and process context-sw itching dominates. This shift in focus from
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throughput to latency is one aspect of the difference betw een

general-purpose and real-time systems, and is a concern that w e

consider in the design of the Ach data structure (see Section 3.1).

Netw ork communication uses Quality of Service (QoS)

mechanisms to improve response for traffic w ith special

requirements, for example, by reserving bandw idth or offering

predictable delays (Huston, 2000). Linux provides queuing disciplines

to prioritize sent traffic and reduce HOL blocking at the sending

end (Siemon, 2013). How ever, HOL blocking or dropped packets

may still occur at the receiving end if the receiver does not process

messages as quickly as they are sent. The popular, real-time

Controller Area Netw ork (CAN) includes a dedicated priority field in

messages to guarantee that higher priority messages are sent first,

though messages of equal priority are still processed first-in-first-

out, different senders must use unique message priorities to avoid

collisions, and packet routing is not considered (ISO 11898-1:2015,

2015). Higher-level communication framew orks also employ QoS,

the improve predictability of communication (DDS 1.2, 2007;

Hammer and Bauml, 2013; Paikan et al., 2015). Appropriate use of

QoS can improve real-time netw ork performance, but the

underlying queuing of netw ork communication still presents

challenges w hen one needs the most recent data sample.

The Ach library that w e present in Section 3.1 is an interprocess

communication mechanism rather than a netw ork protocol,

resulting in a distinct set of capabilities and challenges. Netw ork

communication must address issues such as limited bandw idth,

packet loss, collisions, clock skew , and security. In contrast,

processes on a single host can access a unified physical memory,

w hich provides high bandw idth and assumed perfect reliability;

still, care must be taken to ensure memory consistency betw een

asynchronously executing processes. W hile netw ork protocols use

QoS to prioritize traffic, Ach maintains a specific data structure

(see Figure 1B) to guarantee constant-time access to the most
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recent data sample. Furthermore, Ach communication is

compatible w ith process priorities and priority inheritance, so

higher priority processes gain first access to read from and w rite to

an Ach channel. Overall, w e view  Ach is complementary to

netw ork communication. The low  latency and fast latest-message-

access of Ach make it w ell suited for real-time interprocess

communication.

FIGURE 1

Figure 1. Logical memory structure for a
conventional circular buffer (A) and an Ach
channel (B). (A) show s a single w riter, single
reader circular buffer. (B) show s the A ch data
structure w ith separate index and data buffers.
The index buffer records metadata on the

messages, enabling multiple readers, and detection of ov erw ritten
messages.

2.2.2. Real-Time Kernels

The trade-off betw een throughput and latency exists also at the

level of the operating system kernel. General purpose kernels such

as Linux and XNU (used in MacOSX) focus on maximizing

throughput w hile real-time kernels focus on minimizing latency.

QNX and VxWorks are POSIX kernels that focus on real-time

performance, but both are proprietary. Open source kernels provide

greater flexibility for the user, w hich is important for research

w here requirements are initially uncertain. There are tw o real-time

variants of the open source Linux kernel. The Linux PREEMPT_ RT

patch (Dietrich, 2005) seamlessly runs Linux applications w ith

significantly reduced latency compared to vanilla Linux, and w ork
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is ongoing to integrate it into the mainline kernel. How ever, it is

far from providing formally guaranteed bounds on latency.

Xenomai runs the real-time Adeos hypervisor alongside a standard

Linux kernel (Gerum, 2004). It typically offers better latency than

PREEMPT_ RT but is less polished (Brow n, 2010; Dantam et al., 2015)

and its dual kernel approach complicates development. Because of

the maturity, positive roadmap, and open source code base of Linux

PREEMPT_ RT (Fayyad-Kazan et al., 2013), w e initially implement

multiplexable Ach channels w ithin this kernel.

2.2.3. Memory Allocation

Memory allocation is a particularly critical part of softw are

development, even more so for real-time softw are. The ubiquitous

malloc  and free  pose issues for real-time performance. Typical

implementations are tuned for throughput over latency. The

allocator in the GNU C Library (glibc) commonly used on Linux

lazily batches manipulation of free lists. Calls to glibc’s free  are

usually fast but sometimes take very long to complete (Lea, 2000).

In contrast, the real-time focused Tw o-Level Segregate Fit (TLSF)

allocator (Masmano et al., 2004) promises O(1) performance, though

it is not tuned for multi-threaded applications. For garbage

collected languages, latency is even more severe. Collection cycles

introduce pause times that are unacceptable for real-time

performance on humanoid robots (Johnson et al., 2015). Research

on real-time garbage collection is ongoing (Yuasa, 1990; Bacon et

al., 2003; Kalibera et al., 2011), w hile (Smith et al., 2014) use Java for

real-time control by disabling garbage collection in the real-time

module. If w e can constrain the ordering of allocations and frees,

then the situation improves. Region-based allocators impose a last-

allocated, first-freed constraint, and operate in O(1) time w ith low

overhead (Hanson, 1990). In addition, they provide the softw are-

engineering advantage that all objects allocated from a region can
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be freed w ith a single call, potentially reducing the bookkeeping

necessary to avoid memory leaks. Though none of these memory

allocation approaches are the universal solution for real-time

constraints, each has advantages and is useful in the appropriate

circumstances.

2.2.4. Lesson Learned

Wringing real-time performance out of a general purpose system is

a careful balancing act. It requires understanding the overheads

introduced by low -level calls and avoiding those w ith the potential

to cause unacceptable resource usage. Selecting appropriate

kernels and runtime support helps, but universal and guaranteed

solutions are rare. A fundamental challenge is that general purpose

computation considers time not in terms of correctness but only

as a quality metric – faster is better – w hereas real-time

computation depends on timing for correctness (Lee, 2009). This is

one area w here continuing research is needed.

2.3. System Integration

System integration is a major challenge in robotics (Johnson et al.,

2015; Zucker et al., 2015). While this is a broad issue covering

algorithms, softw are, hardw are, and operating environments, there

are still lessons from the unix community that inform integration

of humanoid robot softw are. In this regard, the humanoid robotics

community mirrors the general open source w orld, depending on a

w ide variety of softw are packages from globally distributed authors

and running on a w ide variety of underlying platforms. We discuss

design issues for softw are extensibility and compatibility in this

section. In Appendix B, w e discuss how  build systems and package

managers help integrate the many softw are packages required by

humanoids. These general approaches for extensible design and

softw are management are useful for similar softw are integration
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problems on humanoids.

2.3.1. Compatibility and Extensibility

Flexible and adaptable softw are is crucial to humanoid robots,

w here requirements and platforms are continually evolving. Tools

and design principles from the POSIX programing community

enable softw are that gracefully handles both the constant churn of

ongoing development and the larger shifts of evolving platforms.

2.3.1.1. Mechanism vs. Policy

A key consideration in designing flexible softw are is the Separation

of Mechanism and Policy (Silberschatz et al., 2009). Flexible softw are

helps both in development by making it easier to prototype new

systems and in long-term maintenance by making it easier to adapt

to changing requirements. Softw are is more flexible w hen it

provides mechanisms to perform some activity, but does not

dictate overly restrictive policies over w hen or how  to execute

those activities. A canonical example of this approach is the X

Window  System (X11), w hich provides a mechanism for handling

the display, but defers on policies for w indow  management and

“look-and-feel” (Scheifler, 2004). Compared to other, more

integrated w indow ing systems, X11 has been extraordinarily long-

lived, surviving various alternatives, e.g., Gosling et al. (1989),

Linton and Price (1993), and Thomas et al. (2003), through changing

graphics platforms. For research in particular, the separation of

concerns is critically important to handling requirements that

evolve as understanding of the project grow s. W e have follow ed

this approach also in Ach by providing a communication

mechanism but not dictating policies for message encoding or

event handling. This separation of policy from mechanism is

important for flexibility.

2.3.1.2. Binary Compatibility
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When w e modify a library on the robot, it is desirable to avoid the

need to modify or recompile programs using that library. This

requires maintaining binary compatibility. Preserving binary

compatibility requires the library to export a compatible

Application Binary Interface (ABI). Maintaining ABI compatibility

helps users by avoiding the requirement to install multiple library

versions and by reducing the need to recompile applications.

Drepper (2011) provides a detailed explanation of shared libraries

and compatibility. In general, preserving binary compatibility

requires that symbol names not be changed or removed and that

client-visible structures preserve both their total size and the

offsets of their fields. In C++, changes to the class hierarchy or

virtual methods break binary compatibility. These requirements

present challenges as new  features are added to softw are. Adding

new  functions w ill not break compatibility; how ever, changes to

structures may. There are some options to change structures w hile

still preserving the ABI. One option, used in Ach, is to reserve

space in structure declarations for fields to be added in the future.

Reserving space maintains the total size of the structure w hen

new  fields are added. The cost is additional memory usage for the

reserved space. Another option is to encapsulate all structure

allocation and access w ithin the library, exposing structures only

as opaque pointers along w ith functions to access their fields.

Encapsulating allocation permits changes to the underlying

structure. The cost is the additional indirection and function call

overhead to access the structure. When breaking the ABI is

necessary, it is desirable to permit multiple ABI versions of the

library to be installed together. Installing multiple ABI versions can

be done by changing the library name, typically by including the

version number in the library name; how ever, this may

unnecessarily create different ABI versions w hen the new  library

version actually maintains binary compatibility. The alternative is

to maintain a separate ABI version from the library version number.
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ABI versioning is handled differently on different operating

systems; how ever, the Libtool component of Autotools provides a

uniform interface for library versioning (GNU Libtool, 2015). While

preserving ABI compatibility requires care and planning, it is

generally possible and benefits library users.

2.3.1.3. Source Compatibility

If w e cannot maintain binary compatibility w hen w e modify a

library, it is desirable to at least require only a recompilation of

programs using the library rather than modifications to the

programs’ source code. This requires maintaining source

compatibility. Preserving source compatibility requires a library to

export a compatible Application Programing Interface (API).

Maintaining API compatibility helps users by avoiding or reducing

the need for them to modify their code to accommodate API

changes. API compatibility is easier to maintain than ABI

compatibility, generally requiring only that symbols not be

removed or renamed and that argument lists remain the same. If

such changes are necessary, there are some options to reduce the

burden on users. One can give users time to change their code by

first deprecating symbols before they are removed. For example, the

gets  function, vulnerable to buffer overflow s, w as deprecated in

ISO/IEC 9899:1999 (1999) and removed in ISO/IEC 9899:2011 (2011).

When structure fields must be renamed, one can preserve API

compatibility by including both names w ithin an anonymous

union field. The old name can then be marked as deprecated. If it is

possible that additional arguments may at some point be needed

for a function, one can pass multiple arguments as fields w ithin a

structure or as items in a bitmasked integer. This allow s additional

arguments to be later included as fields in the structure or bits of

the integer. This approach is used by the POSIX theads API

(pthreads) in their various attribute structure arguments (POSIX,

2008). Several functions in Ach also take a similar attribute

structure as an argument. Taking these precautions to preserve API
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compatibility eases the task of softw are maintenance for library

users.

2.3.1.4. Language Selection

Programing language selection is an important, though

contentious issue, and no language is universally ideal for the

diverse needs of humanoid robots. Developing complex

applications is easier in high-level, garbage-collected languages,

w hile strict real-time requirements preclude garbage-collection,

leaving low er-level languages such as C and C++. Though C++ has

many features over C that are sometimes useful, it comes at a cost

w hich should be considered. C is often preferred by performance-

sensitive projects, e.g., the Linux kernel, because it is easier for the

programmer to understand and control important, low -level details

such as error handling and memory allocations w hich C++

abstracts through exceptions and constructors. C++ also presents

compatibility issues. Because C identifiers map directly to

assembly language symbols, it is generally possible to link C code

built w ith different compilers. C++, on the other hand, uses

implementation-specific name mangling on identifiers, e.g., to

handle overloaded functions, so linking C++ code built w ith

different compilers may not be possible. Changes to operating

systems ABIs for C++, though still infrequent, occur more often

than for C. When performance requirements permit high-level,

garbage-collected languages, binding low -level libraries w ritten in

C is generally easier than for C++. C is universally supported among

high-level languages for foreign function bindings, e.g., JNI for

Java, CFFI for Lisp, and ctypes for Python, w hereas the ability to

directly interact w ith C++ classes is less common. Because Ach is

performance sensitive and real-time, it is implemented in C. To

interface w ith high-level, non-real-time modules, Ach provides

foreign function bindings for Common Lisp, Python, and Java.

Given the trade-offs among programing languages, one should be



judicious in selecting languages for implementations and

interfaces.

2.3.2. Lesson Learned

The unix programing tradition provides many tools and

conventions to assist w ith system integration of humanoid robot

softw are. Follow ing established conventions to preserve ABI and

API compatibility makes softw are easier to use by reducing the

system administration and softw are maintenance task for users.

Appropriate languages ease softw are development and

maintenance w hile still providing acceptable performance.

Though this is far from covering the full range of system

integration issues for humanoid robots, it goes a long w ay tow ard

addressing softw are-specific system integration.

3. Extending Linux Communication

POSIX provides a rich variety of communication methods that are

w ell suited for general purpose information processing, but none

are ideal for real-time robot control. General computation favors

throughput over latency. POSIX communication favors older data

over new er. In contrast, real-time control requires low  latency

access to the new est data. Dantam et al. (2015) discusses the

challenges of POSIX communication in detail. This gap has made it

difficult to develop real-time applications in the multiprocess

POSIX style. To address this communication need, w e developed

the Ach library.

3.1. The Ach IPC Library

Ach provides a message bus or publish-subscribe style of

communication betw een multiple w riters and multiple readers
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(Dantam et al., 2015). Robots using Ach have multiple channels

across w hich individual data samples are published. Messages are

sent as byte arrays, so arbitrary data may be transmitted such as

floating point vectors, text, images, and binary control messages.

The primary unique feature of Ach is that new er messages alw ays

supersede older messages w hereas POSIX communication gives

priority to older data and w ill block or drop new er messages w hen

buffers are full. Ach’s latest-message semantics are appropriate for

continuous, time-varying signals such as reference velocities or

position measurements. In other cases w here reliable messaging is

required, such as updating a PID gain value, Ach may provide

sufficient reliability by using a separate channel w ith a large

buffer; how ever, this is a secondary consideration. Ach’s primary

focus on latest-information, publish-subscribe messaging give it

unique capabilities for real-time communication of physical data

samples.

3.1.1. Relation to Robotics Middleware

There are many other communication systems developed for

robotics; how ever, Ach provides a unique set of features and

capabilities. First, many other systems operate as framew orks

(Bruyninckx et al., 2003; Metta et al., 2006; Quigley et al., 2009) that

impose specific structure on the application. Sometimes this

structure is helpful w hen it fits the desired application, and other

times such imposed structure may impede development if the

requirements are outside the particular framew ork’s model. In

contrast, Ach strictly adheres to the idea of mechanism, not policy (see

Section 2.3.1.1), providing a flexible communication method that is

easily integrated w ith other approaches (see Appendix A). One

could also view  Ach as providing low -level capabilities that could

serve as a useful building-block for such higher-level framew orks.

Second, many other systems focus on netw ork communication

(Metta et al., 2006; Quigley et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Hammer
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and Bauml, 2013). In contrast, Ach focuses on local, interprocess

communication. This focus enables it to achieve superior

performance in its domain (Dantam et al., 2015), and w e view  Ach as

complementary to various netw ork protocols. Finally, Ach

provides unique semantics that make it especially suited to real-

time communication of continuously varying data. Similar to

multicast methods (Huang et al., 2010), Ach efficiently supports

multiple senders and receivers. Ach implicitly supports process

priorities w hereas netw ork-based methods use QoS (DDS 1.2, 2007;

Hammer and Bauml, 2013). Crucially, Ach eliminates any possibility

HOL blocking (see Section 2.2.1). Netw ork-based methods can

handle HOL blocking at the sending and receiving ends (Metta et

al., 2006), but dealing w ith assumptions in intermediate

infrastructure and code is a difficult challenge (Gettys and Nichols,

2012). Overall, the unique design decisions underlying Ach result

in special advantages for local, real-time communication, and w e

consider Ach as a key component w ithin a larger robot softw are

system.

3.1.2. Design of Ach

The data structure for each channel, show n in Figure 1B, is a pair of

circular buffers, (1) a data buffer w ith variable sized entries and (2)

an index buffer w ith fixed-size elements indicating the offsets into

the data buffer. Ach provides additional capabilities compared to a

typical circular buffers, such as in Figure 1A:

• Ach allow s multiple receivers;

• Ach alw ays allow s access to the new est data;

• Ach drops the oldest data – instead of the new est data – w hen the

buffer is full.

Tw o procedures compose the core of ach: ach_ put  and ach_ get .

Detailed pseudocode is provided in Dantam and Stilman (2012), and
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their use is discussed in the Ach manual (Dantam, 2015b) and

programing reference (Dantam, 2015a).

The procedure ach_ put  inserts new  messages into the channel. It

is analogous to the POSIX w rite , sendmsg , and mq_ send  functions.

The procedure is given a pointer to the shared memory region for

the channel and a byte array containing the message to post.

Algorithm 1 (ach_ put). There are four broad steps to the ach_ put

procedure:

1. Get an index entry. If there is at least one free index entry, use it.

Otherw ise, clear the oldest index entry and its corresponding

message in the data array.

2. Make room in the data array. If there is enough room already,

continue. Otherw ise, repeatedly free the oldest message until

there is enough room.

3. Copy the message into data array.

4. Update the offset and free counts in the channel structure.

The procedure ach_ get  receives a message from the channel. It is

analogous to read , recv msg , and mq_ receiv e . The procedure takes a

pointer to the shared memory region, a storage buffer to copy the

message to, the last message sequence number received, the next

index offset to check for a message, and option flags indicating

w hether to block w aiting for a new  message and w hether to return

the new est message bypassing any older unseen messages.

Algorithm 2 (ach_ get). There are four broad steps to the ach_ get

procedure:

1. If given the option argument to w ait for a new  message and

there is no new  message, then w ait. Otherw ise, if there are no

new  messages, return a status code indicating this fact.

2. Find the index entry to use. If given the option argument to
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return the new est message, use the new est entry. Otherw ise, if

the next entry w e expected to use contains the next sequence

number, w e expect to see, use that entry. Otherw ise, use the

oldest entry.

3. According to the offset and size from the selected index entry,

copy the message from the data array into the provided storage

buffer.

4. Update the sequence number count and next index entry offset

for this receiver.

Ach provides unique semantics compared to traditional POSIX

communication. Processes on a single host can access a unified

physical memory, w hich provides high bandw idth and assumed

perfect reliability; still, care must be taken to ensure memory

consistency betw een asynchronously executing processes. In

contrast, real-time communication across a netw ork need not

w orry about memory consistency, but must address issues such as

limited bandw idth, packet loss, collisions, clock skew , and security.

3.1.3. User Space Limitations

The initial implementation of Ach located the data structure

show n in Figure 1B in POSIX shared memory and synchronized

access using a mutex and a condition variable. This presented a few

potential error modes and limitations: a rogue or faulty process

could deadlock or corrupt a channel and each thread w as limited to

w aiting for data on single channel at a time. W e discuss these

potential issues next and resolve them w ith the kernel space

implementation described in Section 3.2.

While the formal verification of Ach (Dantam et al., 2015)

guarantees that it w ill not deadlock w ith regular use of the library

calls, deadlock may still occur if a reader or w riter dies, e.g., w ith a

kill -9 , inside a library call. This is partially mitigated by the use of
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robust POSIX mutexes, w hich detect this condition and handle

interrupted reads. Additional code could be added, w hich w ould

rollback an interrupted w rite.

Because all processes accessing the channel must have read and

w rite access to the shared memory region, a rogue process could

corrupt the channel data structures. Currently, unintentional

corruption is w eakly detected w ith guard bytes. This could be

improved w ith better sanity checks of the channel and automatic

recreation of corrupted channels.

The use of POSIX threads synchronization primitives limits each

thread to w ait for new  messages on a single channel at a time.

Readers w ait for new  messages on a per-channel POSIX condition

variable and are notified by the w riter w hen a new  message is

posted. POSIX threads are limited to w aiting on only a single

condition variable at a time; thus, there is no w ay in this

implementation for a thread to simultaneously w ait for data on

multiple channels. Alternative file-based notification, e.g., using

pipes or sockets, w ould allow  multiplexing but may cause extra

context-sw itching and additional logic w ould be required to ensure

that tasks run in priority order. This semantic limitation w as the

primary motivation for the development of the kernel space Ach

implementation.

3.2. Kernel Space Ach

To address the limitations of user space Ach presented in Section

3.1.3, w e develop a new  kernel space implementation of the Ach

data structure and procedures. This implementation runs in the

Linux kernel. The channel buffers show n in Figure 1B are located in

kernel memory, protecting channels from corruption and deadlock

(see Figure 2). Critically, channels are accessed from user space via

file descriptors, enabling efficient multiplexing through event-
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based poll / select  style calls. This enables efficient real-time

communication using established netw ork programing idioms.

FIGURE 2

Figure 2. Backing memory locations for Ach
channels. Channels in the process heap are
priv ate to the process. Channels in POSIX
shared memory  are accessible by  multiple
processes. The kernel channels presented in this
paper are av ailable through per-channel v irtual
dev ices and are also accessible by  multiple
processes. The v irtual dev ices are accessed
from user space through file descriptors,
meaning the kernel channels can be multiplexed

v ia select , poll , etc. Because kernel channels are in protected kernel

memory , they  cannot be corrupted by  rogue processes.

3.2.1. Kernel Module Implementation

Ach is implemented in kernel space as a Linux module that creates

a device file for each channel. When the module is loaded, it creates

the / dev /achctrl  device to manage channel creation and removal.

Each channel is represented w ith a separate virtual device, e.g.,

/ dev /ach-foo  for channel foo . These virtual devices are not

accessed directly by applications but instead are accessed through

the Ach library using the same API as user space channels. This

provides backw ard source-compatibility w ith the user space

implementation and allow s applications to freely sw itch betw een

user and kernel space channels. The library functions to create

channels ( ach_ create ) and remove channels ( ach_ unlink ) operate on

kernel channels through ioctl  system calls on the / dev /achctrl

device. The library functions to send ( ach_ put ) and receive



( ach_ get ) messages map to w rite  and read , respectively. Additional

parameters for receiving messages, such as timeouts or flags to

retrieve the new est message, are passed to the kernel via ioctl s.

Event-based multiplexing of ach channels – alongside sockets,

pipes, and other file descriptors – is possible by passing the file

descriptor for the channel device file to poll , select , etc; the kernel

module performs the appropriate notification w hen a new

message is posted to the channel. By providing this kernel-

supported, file-descriptor-based interface to ach channels, w e

improve the ability to handle multiple data sources and to

interoperate w ith other communication mechanisms using the

standard POSIX event-based I/O functions.

Multiplexing of Ach kernel channels is possible w ith the follow ing

steps:

Algorithm 3 (Ach Multiplexing).

1. Open all channels w ith ach_ open .

2. Obtain the channels’ file descriptors by calling ach_ channel_ fd ,

and record the file descriptors in the struct pollfd .

3. Call poll  to w ait for new  data on any channel.

4. Call ach_ get  on channels w ith new  data.

Appendix A provides a complete example of multiplexing Ach

channels alongside conventional POSIX streams.

3.2.2. Advantages of Kernel Space Ach

The in-kernel Ach implementation removes the limitations of the

user space implementation discussed in Section 3.1.3. Primarily, it

permits multiplexing of multiple channels alongside other POSIX

communication mechanisms using standard and efficient event-

based I/O, e.g., select  and poll . For humanoid robots, w here a

process may need to receive data from a large number of sources,



this ability to conduct efficient I/O is a critical advantage. In

addition, the potential of user space channels for corruption and

deadlock from rogue processes is eliminated in the kernel

implementation. Kernel channels are in kernel memory w hich

cannot be directly accessed by user space processes. The kernel

implementation eliminates the faults of user space Ach, giving it

the same features and robustness as standard POSIX

communication mechanisms.

3.2.3. Disadvantages of Kernel Space Ach

The in-kernel implementation does present some potential

disadvantages for portability and a caveat regarding robustness.

While the user space implementation used standard POSIX calls,

the in-kernel implementation is Linux-specific, running on vanilla

and PREEMPT_ RT kernels. This w ould present an issue if it is

necessary to use a non-Linux kernel, requiring additional w ork to

implement Ach w ithin that separate kernel. How ever, the Ach

code is modular and w ell-factored – the core code is largely shared

betw een the user and Linux kernel space implementations. Adding

an additional backend for another kernel should not be a major

challenge, and w e hope to develop a kernel module for Xenomai in

the future.

Code in kernel space faces stricter correctness requirements than

in user space. Softw are errors in the Ach kernel module – as w ith

any kernel space code – can potentially crash the entire operating

system. How ever, for humanoid robots, any softw are error,

w hether in user or kernel space, can potentially – and literally –

crash the entire robot. Thus, moving Ach to the kernel does not

significantly change the severity of potential errors. Still, it is

important to understand the strict requirements on kernel space

code.



3.3. Benchmarks

We provide benchmark results of message latency for Ach

compared to a variety of other kernel communication methods.

Latency is often more critical than bandw idth for real-time control

as the amount of data per sample is generally small, e.g., state and

reference values for several joint axes. Consequently, the actual

time to copy the data is negligible compared to other sources of

overhead such as process scheduling. The benchmark application

performs the follow ing steps:

1. Initialize communication structures;

2. fork  sending and receiving processes;

3. Sender: Post timestamped messages at the desired frequency;

4. Receivers: Receive messages and record latency of each

messaged based on the timestamp.

Figure 3 show s the results of the benchmarks, run on an Intel

Core™ i7-4790 at 3.6 GHz under Linux 3.18.16-rt13 PREEMPT RT. We

compare Ach w ith several common POSIX communication

mechanisms. In contrast to Ach and these lightw eight, kernel

methods, heavyw eight middlew are such as ROS and CORBA impose

several times greater communication latency (Dantam et al., 2015).

All the methods show n in Figure 3 are similar in performance,

indicating that the bulk of overhead is due to the process context

sw itch rather than the minimal time for the actual communication

operation. For the single receiver case, both user and kernel space

Ach provide comparable latency to POSIX communication. While

the latency is similar, there are also important feature differences.

Kernel space Ach can multiplex across multiple channels w hile

user space Ach cannot, and unlike POSIX communication, Ach

directly supports multiple subscribers. The results in Figure 3 show

that Ach provides strong performance, along w ith its ability to
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handle multiple subscribers and its unique latest-message-favored

semantics.

FIGURE 3

Figure 3. Message Latency for Ach and POSIX
communication. A ch has comparable
performance to optimized POSIX
communication, and unlike POSIX methods, A ch
enables multiple receiv ers and prioritizes

new er data. In the plots, “Mean” is the av erage latency  ov er all messages,
“99%” is the latency  that 99% of messages beat, and “Max” is the
maximum recorded latency . The long-tail of the w orst-case behav ior
arises from the focus of general purpose platforms on av erage-case
performance instead of bounded response needed by  real-time sy stems.
For example, lazy  algorithms and hardw are memory  caches improv e
av erage performance, but still leav e the w orst-case cost to pay .

3.4. Case Study: Baxter Robot

We use the new  kernel space Ach implementation in our control

system for the Baxter robot. The Baxter is a dual-arm manipulator.

Each arm has 7 degrees of freedom and a parallel jaw  gripper. The

integrated electronics enable position, velocity, and torque control

of the robot’s axes. We implement several modes of multi-axis

control using this interface.

Figure 4 show s our Ach-based control system for the Baxter robot.

In this system, each driver and controller runs as a separate,

isolated operating system process. Previous ach-based systems ran

drivers as separate processes, but multiple controllers w ere

combined into a single processes (Dantam et al., 2015). Because

kernel space Ach channels are efficiently multiplexable, w e can run
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the Baxter controllers in separate processes, each outputing to a

distinct channel. The ref  process receives messages from all these

channels, selecting the highest priority message to communicate

to the robot. This design efficiently integrates multiple control

modes for the robot, each running in separate processes.

FIGURE 4

Figure 4. Ach-based control system for the
Baxter robot . Three control pipelines run
concurrently : a teleoperation pipeline for

manual control (top), a camera registration and v isual serv oing pipeline
(middle, Dantam et al., 2016), and a joint planning (Sucan et al., 2012) and
interpolation pipeline (bottom). The ref  process multiplexes the output

of these three pipelines and selects the highest priority  command to
send to the robot. A  non-real-time logging process (not show n) also
receiv es informational and error messages from the other control
sy stem processes ov er a single A ch channel and records the messages in
a log file.

In addition to the processes show n in Figure 4, w e also run a

separate, non-real-time logging process. All the control system

processes w rite log messages to a single event channel. In normal

operation, the logger w aits for new  messages on the event

channel, stepping through each posted message and recording it

to a log file. How ever, if log messages are posted faster than the

logger can process them, for example w hether due limited CPU

cycles or a programing error, some messages w ill be skipped as

they are overw ritten in the circular buffer (see Figure 1B). The

alternative to skipping messages w ould be to block the message

sender until the logger can process messages or to buffer an

unbounded number of unprocessed log messages. Neither blocking
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a real-time process nor grow ing a buffer w ithout bound is desirable

in a real-time control system. Instead, Ach overw rites the oldest

message and the system continues, missing only the skipped log

messages.

The primary advantages of this multi-process control system

design are modularity and robustness to softw are errors. Separating

drivers and controllers into different processes means they can be

developed and tested independently. This separation is particularly

useful to prototype new  controllers, w hich can be developed

w ithout disturbing previously tested w ork. For example, w e

developed and tested the w orkspace controller described in

Kingston et al. (2015) w ithout any modification to the processes in

Figure 4. Failures encountered w hile developing and testing the

new  controller did not affect the other running control processes.

In contrast, combining multiple controllers in a single process as

w as necessary for the user space Ach systems presented in

Dantam et al. (2015) means that errors encountered w hile

prototyping a new  controller w ill not interfere w ith existing

control modes. In research applications on robot control, easing

controller development and testing is a key advantage.

4. Conclusion

We have discussed the application of unix design principles to

robot softw are. Among the various unix tools and conventions, the

multiprocess design typical of unix applications improves

modularity and robustness, critical needs for complex systems

such as humanoid robots. W e enable this multiprocess design for

real-time control w ith the efficient Ach communication library.

This approach is general, applying to multiple types of robots and

other complex mechatronic systems that require coordination of

many hardw are devices and softw are modules. Ach fills a need in
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robot softw are unmet by POSIX, providing a communication

mechanism that supports multiple receivers and gives priority to

new er messages. The kernel space implementation presented in

this paper exposes a file descriptor interface, enabling multiplexing

of messages from many sources and efficient integration w ith

other communication methods. Kernel space Ach enables

development of real-time robot softw are in the conventional

modular, robust, multi-process unix style.

The approach to robot softw are development w e have presented –

advocating use of existing tools and conventions from the unix

programing community – is inherently conservative. While

building on unix provides a mature set of capabilities, new  research

in techniques to automate softw are development have the

potential to radically improve the development process.

Formal methods for softw are verification and synthesis can greatly

ease softw are development. Some tools are already in w idespread

use (Cimatti et al., 2002; Ball et al., 2004), and w e used SPIN

(Holzmann, 2004) to verify Ach in Dantam et al. (2015). Formal

methods continue to be an active research area in robotics (Wang

et al., 2009; Dantam and Stilman, 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Nedunuri et

al., 2014; Lignos et al., 2015), bridging the fields of softw are

engineering, automatic control, and planning and scheduling.

Though limits remain on w hich problems admit formal reasoning,

further research has the potential to broaden the scope of formal

methods for humanoid robot softw are, changing our fundamental

approach to softw are development.
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Footnotes

1. ^Historically, the capitalized, trademarked “Unix™”

referred to operating systems based on the original code

from AT&T Bell Laboratories, while the terms “unix-

like,” the lower-cased “unix,” and the wildcards “un*x,”

“*nix,” etc. conventionally refer to the larger family of

similar, often independently developed operating
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systems (Raymond, 2008). Currently, Unix™ is a

trademark of The Open Group, which licenses the brand

to certified, conforming operating systems (Gray v.

Novell, 2011).

2. ^http://nginx.org/

3. ^http://libevent.org/

4. ^Benchmark code available at

http://github.com/golems/ach
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Appendix

A. Ach Multiplexing Example

Ach kernel channels can be multiplexed using the conventional

select , poll , etc. functions. W e provide an example program that

multiplexes tw o Ach channels along w ith the program’s standard

input and echoes all data to standard output. This example

demonstrates Ach’s efficient handling of multiple data sources and

compatibility w ith other forms of POSIX communication.
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B. Configuration, Building, and Packaging

Softw are build systems and package managers are useful tools to

address the system integration needs of humanoid robot softw are.

Open source softw are distributions such as Debian and FreeBSD

have developed approaches for integrating and maintaining

enormous numbers of softw are packages. Their goal is to make

softw are that is portable, that builds robustly, and that is easy to

install, upgrade, and remove. These tools are general and suited to

the needs of humanoids as w ell.

Different humanoid robots provide varying hardw are capabilities

and softw are environments, and it is important that humanoid

softw are be adaptable across these different robots. A key step to

achieving this portability is the configuration step of the build

process, w here the softw are adapts to conditions of the

environment in w hich it must run. For example, configuration may

determine w hether to use the previously mentioned epoll  or

kqueue  calls depending on w hether it must run on Linux or

FreeBSD, or it may determine how  to interface w ith the fieldbus

linking the robot’s embedded electronics. In general, configuration

chooses alternate implementations or optional components to

build based on the available features of the host system. This

adaptability is vital to building softw are that is portable and that

builds robustly.

The tw o predominant build systems are the GNU Autotools and

CMake. Overall, both offer similar capabilities w ith a number of

superficial differences. There is, how ever, a difference in design

philosophy that influences the use of these systems. Autotools

assumes little about the host platform beyond a POSIX shell, testing

at compile-time for essentially every other feature, an approach

that is robust to new  and changing platforms but requires

additional time for the feature tests. In contrast, CMake maintains a



database of modules for platforms and libraries, w hich can reduce

compilation time by omitting feature tests but is unhelpful for

differing platforms and dependencies. One can also maintain a

build-system agnostic database of available libraries using pkg-

config (pkg-config, 2013), w hich w orks w ith CMake, Autotools, and

other build systems. Additionally, projects using Autotools

generally follow  a strict set of conventions such that all can be

configured, built, and installed by the same procedure (GNU

Standards, 2015). There are few er established conventions for

CMake so it is common for different CMake projects to require

different steps in the build process. One should consider the need

for adaptability, conformity, and configuration performance w hen

selecting a build system.

We use Autotools to build Ach due to their maturity and strict

conventions compared to CMake. In addition, Autotools enable

more direct integration w ith the Make-based build system of the

Linux kernel, w hich simplifies building and installing the Ach

Linux kernel module (see Section 3.2).

To manage the large number of softw are packages on humanoid

robots, package managers are an invaluable tool. Package managers

handle the details of installation, cross-package dependencies, and

package versioning. The tw o main styles of package managers are

binary-based and source-based. Binary-based package managers

dow nload and install pre-compiled packages. Examples include

Redhat’s RPM, Debian’s APT, and – if view ed broadly – “App Stores”

such as that of Apple’s iOS and Google Play. Source-based package

managers dow nload package source code and build it on the local

machine. Examples include FreeBSD ports, Gentoo Portage, and

Homebrew  for MacOSX. The advantage of binary packages is that

no time must be spent to compile the package on the local

machine. The advantage of source-based package managers is that

packages can be custom-configured w ith optional features based

on the users preferences and few er server resources are required to
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store the compiled binaries. The choice of a package manager is

typically dictated by the operating system distribution of the user.

For handling softw are deployment, these package managers are

mature and useful tools.

Tw o new  data storage tools offer the potential to improve existing

build systems and package managers: distributed revision control –

e.g., git and mercurial – and copy-on-w rite (COW) filesystems –

e.g., ZFS and BTRFS. Existing build systems and package managers

w ere developed at a time w hen source code w as typically

dow nloaded as tarballs from a scattered collection of servers.

Today, source code is often dow nloaded via a distributed version

control system. Directly accessing the revision controlled files is a

poor fit for Autotools’ approach of generating a portable

configuration script, and it makes some features of current

package managers redundant, such as hosting and distributing

multiple tarball versions and applying patches before building.

Second, COW filesystems provide the capability to make cheap,

w ritable snapshots. This could be used to maintain multiple

concurrent images of the operating system, for example to install

different versions of one package or tw o different conflicting

packages. One view  on how  these new  tools could change build

systems and packages managers is given by Poettering (2014).

These new  developments show  that w hile existing build systems

and package managers are useful and mature, there is room for

ongoing development and new  innovation.

ROS (Quigley et al., 2009) provides a different view  on build systems

and package management, focusing on robots. ROS combines the

build system and package manager into a single framew ork based

on CMake (Catkin, 2015); how ever, binary packages are still

distributed using the existing APT package manager. This

approach eliminates some duplication of metadata – i.e., w hich

files must be installed – necessary w ith the traditional distinction
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betw een package managers and build systems. How ever, this is

unhelpful if packages are to be installed on a non-ROS system.

Additionally, packages are also constrained to use the given

CMake-based build system w hich may not alw ays be the best fit,

e.g., for non-C/C++ packages, or provide necessary capabilities, e.g.,

the site-based configuration feature of Autotools. Still, ROS

presents an interesting take on how  w e build and package

softw are.
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therefore distorts the deep Fourier integral.
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